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The protracted war between the sexes is the stuff of legend. In TV ads, sitcoms and chick movies everywhere, we've all seen the footage - the long-suffering woman and the clueless, insensitive man. But what if it's all a misunderstanding? In this fairy tale for the contemporary woman, Kimberlee seeks
advice and discovers a treasure chest with esoteric knowledge hidden in her own family. As she unravels the mysteries of men's behavior in this romantic journey, so will you. If she learns the language of heroes, and transforms how she relates to men, so will you. Whether you're in love with men or
frustrated by them - or both - The Queen's Code creates a new ethic and approach to interacting with men in a way that honors both sexes. From eight different points of view, you get an intimate glimpse into the hearts and minds of both men and women as we struggle to understand ourselves and each
other. --Page [4] of the cover. A romantic novel, The Queen's Code reveals the secrets of communication with men and a code of honor that will change your relationship with yourself and men forever. It's fun. It's fascinating. And it will change your life. Did you know that the words that motivate most men
to act are the same words women most avoid using? Did you know that what women naturally do best often brings out the worst in men? Did you know that women unconsciously get men to treat us the opposite of what we really want? Compete rather than nurture; fear rather than trust; treat with
contempt rather than respect; keep your distance instead of seeking emotional intimacy? Imagine learning the words that speak to a man's heart and move him to act on your behalf... Imagine that a simple shift in your perception of men can lead to a dramatic increase in their love and admiration for you.
Any woman, you or not, married or not, in a romantic relationship or not should have this information. There's no chance of relationships with men if we don't change our paradigm. This is the most powerful paradigm shifter I've ever found at this point. - Monica G. When I meet people who have problems in
relationships, I talk about the Queen's Code book. As women lead competitive lives, it is becoming increasingly difficult for them to be vulnerable and safe while admiring men. The Queen's Code helps women see their prejudices about men and how that works. They teach men not to misbehave and really
want to offer everything a woman wants. - Scott G. I loved the book and have read it four times! I also lead three book clubs that have generated fantastic conversation between men and women! I gave a copy to every woman in my family, including nieces and grandchildren! What I loved most about the
book is the wealth of wisdom and knowledge that is shared in a beautiful story line. Sometimes it was like I Hear Alison teach me. What especially excited me was the information that filters on subtly. So, with each read there is more and more information. It is a must read for all women and men. -
Conchita B., Illinois, USA Top reviews Most recent Top reviews Top reviews Most recent Top reviews Before I bought The Queen's Code, I read many reviews. Interestingly, the ones that really stood out to me were negative... with a caveat. My review, it turns out, is in total with *that*. This was one of the
most godawful-slogs-of-a-book to get through. (There. That's probably the meanest thing I've ever written about a book... but I stand by it.) For someone who is a really *fantastic* public speaker (and oh, my god, Alison Armstrong is sure), who has before I bought The Queen's Code, I read a lot of reviews.
Interestingly, the ones that really stood out to me were negative... with a caveat. My review, it turns out, is in total with *that*. This was one of the most godawful-slogs-of-a-book to get through. (There. That's probably the meanest thing I've ever written about a book... but I stand by it.) For someone who is
a really *fantastic* public speaker (and oh, my god, Alison Armstrong is sure), who has some very sharp comments and good advice to give, she's *not* a good writer. The Queen's Code tries to give Ms. Armstrong's relationship wisdom through a (very, very poorly written) novel [ack]. Worse, it just goes
on and on and on and on and on... (you get the idea, right?). I really thought I would *never* get through it. (I did, eventually, but it was a lot like putting a plate of liver in front of me and telling me I really had to eat. Not. PLEASANT.) So. If you really want to get the benefit of Armstrong's wisdom, I say
watch her YouTube videos and interviews. Read her blog. But don't, unless you're really a glutton for punishment, put yourself through this book. You've been warned... ... More Learn the words. Shift your perception. Transform the way you see yourself and men. It's fun. It's fascinating. And it will change
your life. Did you know that the words that motivate most men to act are the same words women most avoid using? Did you know that what women naturally do best often brings out the worst in men? Did you know that women unconsciously get men to treat us the opposite of what we really want?
Compete rather than nurture; fear rather than trust; treat with contempt rather than respect; keep your distance instead of seeking emotional intimacy? Imagine learning the words that speak to a man's heart and move him to act on your behalf... Imagine that a Shifting your perception of men can lead to a
dramatic increase in their love and admiration for you. Whether you are here out of fear or frustration, hope or encouragement, encouragement, believe that this trip will be worth it for you. Enjoy cracking the code on men! With love, love,
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